
IT’S YOUR TIME  TO SHINE



•     Founder and Creative Director Loren Ridinger created Motives Cosmetics so every woman, on any 
budget, could enjoy high-quality, custom-formulated cosmetics.

•       Motives Cosmetics aims to empower women to look and feel beautiful — and achieve their goals —      
all at an affordable price.

•     Motives Cosmetics collaborated with La La Anthony to launch Motives for La La — an extension of the 
brand that focuses on the cosmetic needs of ethnic skin tones.

•    Through this collaboration, Motives Cosmetics offers “Beauty in Every Shade”.

INTRODUCTION

The collaborative partnership between Loren Ridinger and La La Anthony has resulted in a line that shares their love of makeup through 
products and colors that not only showcase La La's distinct style, but complement the full line of Motives Cosmetics. Motives Cosmetics 

is the perfect blend of runway and everyday styles, with products uniquely formulated for every shade of today's modern woman.

LA LA ANTHONY, ENTERTAINER & STAR OF VH1’S TV SERIES 
“LA LA’S FULL COURT LIFE”

LOREN RIDINGER, CREATOR / MOTIVES COSMETICS
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•     Motives has become an award-winning, social media favorite, must-have brand.
•     With over 2 million followers on Instagram alone — more than major brands such as L’Oreal, Cover Girl 

and Estée Lauder combined — Motives is changing the face of social shopping.
•     Featured in multiple magazines yearly, Motives Cosmetics was named Best Mid-End Brand of the Year in 

2015 from the Best in Beauty Awards.

MEDIA
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•     We host many fun events throughout the area with Motives.
•    Our goal is to reach every demographic, from the everyday woman to the beauty professional.
•     We partner with salons, makeup artists, hair stylists, cosmetologists and photographers to further 

expand Motives in the area.

EVENTS
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BENEFITS
•    Removes makeup, dirt and oil from skin
•    Unique foaming action cleanses skin
•    Dries without residue 
•    Gentle enough for use on sensitive skin
•    Great for travel

HOW TO USE
Gently sweep over face and neck until skin is clean of makeup, dirt and oil. Use these towelettes prior to 
your normal skincare regimen.

FAQS
Why are the towelettes soapy?
Motives Makeup Remover Towelettes are formulated with cleansing ingredients that create a unique 
foaming action that works to remove makeup from the skin.

Do I still need to use a cleanser after removing my makeup?
Yes, although Motives Makeup Remover Towelettes are formulated to cleanse the skin of makeup, they do 
not replace your cleanser. Cleansing is important because it helps to open clogged pores and remove other 
impurities, giving skin a healthier look.

Can I reuse the towelettes?
No, the towelettes are meant for one-time use only and should be disposed of in the trash.

How many towelettes come in a pack?
There are 30 towelettes in each pack, giving you a one-month supply.

Code: 01MEMT | $8.50
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BENEFITS
•    Loosens and cleans away dirt, makeup and oils 
•    Gentle formula that effectively cleanses without stripping the skin of natural protective agents
•    Water soluble; will not clog pores

HOW TO USE
Pump cleanser into palm and massage over face and neck in an upward motion. Rinse thoroughly with warm 
water and gently pat dry.
*Removes residue and makeup and cleanses pores following use of Motives Makeup Remover Towelettes.

FAQS
Who should use Skintelligence Hydra Derm Deep Cleansing Emulsion?
This cleansing system is ideal for individuals aged 18–30 with normal or sensitive/reactive skin.

If I have sensitive skin, can I use this product?
Yes, this product is non-irritating, gentle and effective. 

Some cleansers leave my skin feeling dirty and/or oily — does that happen with Skintelligence Hydra Derm 
Deep Cleansing?
No, this product will leave skin feeling clean without drying it out, as it is meant to hydrate and
moisturize your skin.

Why is using a cleanser important?
Cleansing is one of the most important things you can do for your skin on a daily basis.
It helps to remove impurities, unclog pores, prevent breakouts and dirt and oil buildup,
and promote brighter, healthier-looking skin.

Code: 1016 | $18.95
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BENEFITS
•    Exfoliates dead skin cells and removes traces of dirt and makeup
•    Conditions skin after cleansing
•    Assists your skin in maintaining a normal pH
•    Will not clog pores
•    Alcohol free

HOW TO USE
Spray over cleansed face and neck. Allow to dry.
*Toning is one of the most important steps, as it allows treatments and moisturizers to penetrate skin more 
effectively for maximum results.

FAQS
How often should I use Skintelligence pH Skin Normalizer?
For best results, use twice daily — once in the morning and once at night.

Is Skintelligence pH Skin Normalizer for all skin types?
Yes, Skintelligence pH Normalizer can be used for all skin types; however, it is ideal for individuals
aged 18–30 with normal or sensitive/reactive skin. 

During what part of my skincare regimen should I use Skintelligence pH Skin Normalizer?
Use Skintelligence pH Skin Normalizer after cleansing with Skintelligence Hydra Derm
Deep Cleanising Emulsion. Follow with Skintelligence Skin Perfecting Complex for
hydration or Skintelligence Alpha 24 Triple Revitalizing Complex for exfoliation.

Code: 1012 | $18.95
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BENEFITS
•    Unique emulsion formula protects and re-moisturizes for smoother, firmer, younger-looking skin
•    Plumps the skin through hydration to reduce the appearance of fine lines
•    Leaves skin smooth and conditioned
•    Works great under makeup

HOW TO USE
Apply a generous amount all over the face and neck in an upward motion.
IMPORTANT: Avoid the eye area during application, as moisturizers could make eyes appear puffy. 
Use an eye cream to moisturize this delicate area and reduce puffiness.

FAQS
How often should I use Skintelligence Daily Moisture Enhancer?
For best results, use twice daily — once in the morning and once at night.

Where does Skintelligence Daily Moisture Enhancer fall into my skincare regimen?
Start by cleansing with Skintelligence Hydra Derm Deep Cleansing Emulsion and then apply
Skintelligence pH Skin Normalizer. Follow with Skintelligence Daily Moisture Enhancer for
a perfectly smooth and moisturized feel.

Who can use Skintelligence Daily Moisture Enhancer?
Skintelligence Daily Moisture Enhancer is ideal for individuals aged 18–30 with normal
or sensitive/reactive skin.

Code: 1013 | $24.95
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BENEFITS
•    Smoothes and neutralizes the eyelids
•    Keeps eye shadow from creasing
•    Eye color stays true

HOW TO APPLY
Apply base over bare lid using either your finger or a brush.

FAQs
Why should I use a base before applying eye shadow?
The natural oils in your skin can make eye shadows crease or run. Applying a base before the shadow puts 
a buffer layer between the oils and the shadow, making the shadow look better and stay on longer.

Does the color of the base matter?
No. Because the purpose of the base is to hold onto eye shadow color, the color of the base itself is less 
important.

Can I wear Motives Eye Base without wearing any eye shadow?
Yes. The base eliminates the appearance of shiny eyelids, so you can use it just to
reduce shine as well. 

Code: SB01 | $16.95
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BENEFITS
•    Chosen by Motives Mavens as must-have shades for every woman
•    Eight complementary shades – four matte and four shimmer in neutral and deep hues
•    Create multiple looks, from soft natural to glamorous smokey

HOW TO APPLY
Follow my steps to create a look with this palette.

FAQS
Which colors should I use together?
This palette features colors that can be paired together to create a soft, natural look or a dramatic, edgy look. 
These eight shadows can also be paired with any other Motives eye shadows — pressed, loose, crème, or 
glitter. The possibilities are endless for any look!

Will these eye shadows crease or flake?
No, these four eye shadows have impeccable color retention, so they will not flake or
crease, allowing you to always look your best.

Code: 1LMT | $42.00
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ON YOUR PLACEMAT, YOU’LL FIND FIVE SHADOWS THAT WE WILL NOW APPLY, 
FOLLOWING THESE STEPS:
•    Step 1: Start by applying Birch to the brow bone followed by Native slightly above the crease.
•    Step 2: Next, apply Bordeaux in the outer corner of the eyes and sweep it into the crease.
•    Step 3: Take Shell and pat onto the lid.
•    Step 4: Line the eyes using Motives Mineral Gel Eyeliner in Little Black Dress.
•     Step 5: Apply Truffle and Bordeaux to the outer part of the lower lash line, then apply Shell to the inner 

corner of the eyes.

Visit the Motives social media channels to learn more about creating looks with these colors:
facebook.com/motivescosmetics, instagram.com/motivescosmetics, twitter.com/motives, 
pinterest.com/motivesbeauty, youtube.com/officialmotives.

MOTIVES
®

 MAVENS ELEMENT
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BENEFITS
•    Fills in lines, creating a smooth surface for makeup application
•    Mineral pigments reflect light away from fine lines and wrinkles
•    Antioxidant ingredients promote healthy skin

HOW TO APPLY
Using a brush, gently apply Motives INSTA-SMOOTH around the eye area and other problem areas.
Apply against the direction of fine lines to reduce their appearance.

FAQS
What makes Motives INSTA-SMOOTH a useful product ?
Motives INSTA-SMOOTH helps to smooth skin to create the perfect canvas for makeup application.
When you use Motives INSTA-SMOOTH, you are helping to even out your skin tone and reduce the 
appearance of wrinkles. 

How does Motives INSTA-SMOOTH promote healthy skin?
Motives INSTA-SMOOTH is formulated with antioxidants and extracts to protect your skin from environmental 
stressors for even skin tone. When you have healthy skin and a smooth canvas, your makeup will look flawless 
when applied.

How does Motives INSTA-SMOOTH minimize the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles?
Motives INSTA-SMOOTH deflects the light away from fine lines, skin imperfections and
hyper-pigmentation, creating a flawless look.

Code: 201LEG | $18.95
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BENEFITS
•    Targets pores, fine lines and wrinkles for smoother-looking skin
•    Reduces the appearance of imperfections
•    Creates a barrier between your skin and foundation
•    Helps your makeup stay on longer

HOW TO APPLY
Squeeze primer onto the back of your hand. Using a brush, gather primer and blend evenly onto the face.
Begin priming the forehead and work your way down to the jawline.
*Today you will be using your fingertips, but a brush is recommended as it ensures more even coverage.

FAQS
What does a face primer do?
Face primer creates a barrier between your skin and the makeup you put on it. This barrier prevents your makeup from 
clogging your pores. It also helps your makeup stay on longer and look fresher throughout the day.

Will using Motives Complexion Perfection Face Primer make my skin look shiny?
No, this primer is formulated to give the skin a smoother look and dries on the skin after application.
Apply Motives Translucent Loose Powder after foundation to further reduce shine on the skin.

I have dry skin. Is it okay to use a moisturizer and a face primer before I apply my makeup?
Yes. When you have dry skin, it needs all the moisture it can get. Apply your moisturizer first
and rub it into your skin. Then apply Motives Complexion Perfection Face Primer and begin
your makeup regimen.

Can I use Motives Complexion Perfection Face Primer on my eyelids?
While the idea of soaking up oil is the same, using a face primer on your eyelid is not as effective
as using an eye base. The skin on your eyelid is more fragile and sensitive than the skin on your
face. For lasting color on your eyelids, try using Motives Eye Base before applying eye shadow.

Code: 301FP | $24.95
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BENEFITS
•     Customizable liquid and powder cosmetics with a mineral base that is infused with soothing botanicals
•    Designed to create a “perfect match” for any skin tone
•    Highly pigmented formulas provide more even coverage and diminish flaws
•    Suitable for all skin types
•    Can only be purchased through a Custom Blend Specialist or salon

HOW TO APPLY
Apply using a Motives Foundation Brush or Motives Dual Blending Sponge. Start with your forehead and 
apply evenly down to the jawline.
*Custom Blend is buildable; therefore additional layers can be applied as needed.

FAQS
How is Motives Custom Blend Foundation different from other Motives foundations?
Motives Custom Blend Foundation is unique in that it can be completely tailored to your
needs. We offer skincare additives to address specific skin concerns, toners to achieve the
perfect color-match and modifiers to customize the finish.

Code: N/A | $45.00 +

MOTIVES
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BENEFITS
•    Two-in-one highlighter and matte contour powder
•    Contouring/highlighting accentuates features and hides imperfect face structures
•    Luxurious formula that glides on smoothly to highlight and sculpt
•    Designed for all skin types

HOW TO APPLY
Use a Motives brush for optimal blending.
*Follow my steps to contour and highlight your face.

FAQS
Why is contouring important?
Contouring your face gives the illusion of a more perfect appearance. By contouring your face, you can hide 
structural imperfections, give your face balance and highlight features. 

What areas are common for contouring?
The most common areas to contour are cheeks, nose, forehead and chin. Contouring these areas
gives the appearance of a balanced face. You can also contour eyes and lips to make them look
bigger or smaller, fuller or slimmer.

Code: 100MSD | $24.95
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FOLLOW THESE STEPS TO CONTOUR AND HIGHLIGHT YOUR FACE:

HOW TO APPLY
Use the darker shade to create depth in areas such as the hollows of your cheeks and around your nose, jawline 
and hairline:
•    Starting at the hairline, apply to the left and right sides.
•    Apply to the hollows of your cheeks and down along your jawline.
•    Apply to the sides of your nose.

Next, use the lighter shade to bring the eyes forward, and highlight areas such as the bridge of your nose, chin 
and forehead:
•    Start by applying in the center of your forehead.
•    Apply to the tops of your cheekbones under the eyes.
•    Apply down the center of your nose and above the cupid’s bow.

MOTIVES
®

 SHAPE & SCUPLT DUO 
CONTOURING TUTORIAL

STEP 1: 
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BENEFITS
•    Blends well and layers exquisitely 
•    Creates a natural, healthy-looking glow so skin looks renewed and flawless
•    Soft and luxurious texture in a satin-smooth, non-irritating formula
•    Instantly minimizes the look of imperfections and visible pores
•    Conditions the skin without clogging pores

HOW TO APPLY
Use Motives Powder Brush, Blush Brush or Kabuki Brush for application.

Code: 176MB | $18.95

MOTIVES
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USE THIS FACE SHAPE GUIDE AS A REFERENCE WHEN POSITIONING AND APPLYING BLUSH.

HOW TO APPLY
•    Applying a pop of color directly to the apples of the cheeks gives a natural, flushed look.
•     Sweeping color liberally across the upper checkbones and toward the hairline gives a more dramatic look.

To determine which shade to use for your skin tone, match the color to your fingertips.

BRUSH APPLICATION TUTORIAL

OVALSQUARELONG

HEARTROUND

/ BLUSH TUTORIAL
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BENEFITS
•    Powder/wax combination is effortless to apply
•    Glamorous, shaped brows all day long
•    Provides a natural-looking brow
•    Contains two powder shades to match most hair colors

HOW TO APPLY
Start by combing brow hairs into place, then apply the wax to shape and hold hair. Apply the powder 
shade to fill in sparse areas.

Code: 100MBK | $32.95
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FOLLOW THESE STEPS TO ACHEIVE “BROW WOW”:

HOW TO APPLY
•    Step 1: Use a spoolie brush to comb unruly hairs into place.
•     Step 2: Use Motives Angled Brow Brush or the included sculpting brush to apply powder shade, following 

the natural brow line above and below.
•    Step 3: Fill in sparse areas using the same powder shade.
•    Step 4: Highlight below natural brow line for a more defined look.
•     Step 5: Comb brows with a spoolie brush, blending in any areas as needed.

BROW TUTORIAL
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BENEFITS
•    Delivers a luxurious, silky-smooth application with a simple swipe of the brush
•    Natural mineral pigments balance and maintain healthy skin while providing long wear
•    Available in neutral colors with a pearlized finish and rich application
•    Talc, paraben and fragrance free

HOW TO APPLY
Using Motives Angled Eyeliner Brush, start at the inner corner and line your eyelid with short, precise strokes.

FAQS
How many colors does Motives Mineral Gel Eyeliner come in?
Motives Mineral Gel Eyeliner comes in two colors, Little Black Dress (black) and Chocoholic (brown).

Code: 002GEL2 | $17.95

MOTIVES
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BENEFITS
•    Fibers adhere to lashes, creating a false-lash look
•    Full bristle brush grabs lashes from root to tip
•    Builds lush, dramatic volume that is clump-free
•    Creates lashes that resist smudging and flaking

HOW TO APPLY
Apply to top lashes, using even strokes to coat.

Code: 100MFM | $29.95

MOTIVES
®
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BENEFITS (LIPSTICK)
•    Luscious, long-lasting colors
•    Mineral formula provides sheer, buildable coverage
•    Helps to retain and lock in moisture to condition lips
•    Infused with antioxidants to nourish the lips

BENEFITS (LIP SHINE)
•    Provides intense hydration and conditioning, for ultra-shine
•    Helps protect lips from dryness while providing a moisturized, healthy lip line 
•    Brush applicator provides increased color during application
•    Perfect for every skin tone

HOW TO APPLY
Use a lip brush to evenly line and fill in lips with color.

Motives Mineral Lipstick | Code: 132ML | $19.95
Motives Mineral Lip Shine | Code: 58MLG | $18.95

MOTIVES
®
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BENEFITS (LIPSTICK)
•    Helps reduce makeup slippage into pores, lines, wrinkles or scars
•    Keeps makeup looking flawless day and night
•    Fewer required touchups throughout the day
•    Saves up to 50% of makeup usage

HOW TO APPLY
For best results, apply just before mascara. Shake Well. Close eyes and spray two–four times in an “X”
and “T” formation.

FAQS
Why should I use Motives 10 Years Younger Makeup Setting Spray?
Motives 10 Years Younger Makeup Setting Spray uses its unique dispersal system to apply a protective 
coating that helps keep skin moisturized and holds makeup in its place. This prevents the makeup from 
settling into lines and wrinkles so skin appears smoother and younger.

How often should I use this product?
For best results, use this product daily as the last step in your makeup application.

Code: 301FS | $29.95
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